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Liverpool Street Gallery is pleased to announce Kate Turner Fairfax’s long anticipated solo exhibition, Sentinel, 
comprising new oil paintings, works on paper and etchings. The exhibition will be on view from 8 October – 3 
November 2011, and will open on Thursday 13 October 2011, 6-8pm. Sentinel follows on from Turner Fairfax’s 
succesful exhibitions Harbour (2004) and Evening (2005) at Liverpool Street Gallery, Sydney.   
 
Sentinel explores Sydney harbour, specifically the areas around Watsons Bay and South Head. Silhouettes of floating 
clusters of yachts, glimpses of headlands and strong, weathered date palms evoke memories of the still calm or blustery 
atmosphere of the harbour at dawn, twilight or at night. Meticulously constructed and painted from memory, Turner Fairfax 
slowly layers veils of oil paint, building up the surface over time, resulting in a rich density of luminous colour. She is an 
alchemist, spending hours at a time mixing deep blues, warm greens, dusty pinks and golden yellows. Using a palette 
knife, Turner Fairfax scrapes and cross-hatches back through the surface, not only creating a luscious textured effect, but 
also revealing the painting’s histories. Forms and colours recede and emerge, light emanates from the surface and the 
subtle tonal gradations in the colour fields create fluctuations or shifts for the viewer. The paintings demand considered 
time from the audience as they draw viewers into the meditative serenity of these sparce and vast compositions, evoking 
memories of the life of Sydney harbour.       
 
The paintings are a “realistic depiction of light and atmosphere… capturing something uniquely Australian…”  
(Kate Turner Fairfax, 2011) 
 
“The artist’s perception of the date palm as an unyielding watchful protector and loyal sentry stems from the visual 
memory of illustrations from colonial botanical prints, biblical storybooks, legends from faraway lands and Arabian nights.” 
(Prue Gibson, Sentinel, catalogue essay, 2011) 
 
“… chart the passages of time, subtle seasonal shifts and the rhythms of the harbour…capturing the timeless and 
universal continuity of light on water…shimmering rose pinks, saffron yellows… are suggestive of the weft and weave of 
precious fabrics and of ancient sea voyages made by silk and spice merchants… the paintings’ bands alternate like 
striations of natural silk fibres, conjuring smells of cinnamon, nutmeg and the taste of sea salt.  Her bands of cross-
hatching echo the rippling waves.” (Prue Gibson, Evening, catalogue essay, 2006) 
 
Kate Turner Fairfax completed her undergraduate diploma in painting at the University of California, Los Angeles before 
achieving her Bachelor of Arts and Masters of Art from the University of New South Wales, College of Fine Art. After 
completing a residency at Arthur Boyd’s Bundanon studio in 1997, she exhibited in a number of solo and group 
exhibitions, notably at the Holmes à Court Gallery, Perth in 2003. Turner Fairfax is represented in a number of 
distinguished public and corporate collections including Artbank, The Macquarie Group Collection, Parliament House, 
Canberra and the Holmes à Court Collection. Kate Turner lives and works in Sydney. 
 
For more information or images please contact Sarah Hetherington on sh@liverpoolstgallery.com.au or 02 8353 7799.  
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